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Abstract
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In many applications, e.g. urban traffic monitoring, stock trading, and industrial sensor data
monitoring, clustering algorithms are applied on data streams in real-time to find current
patterns. Here, sliding windows are commonly used as they capture concept drift.

Real-time clustering over sliding windows is early detection of continuously evolving clusters
as soon as they occur in the stream, which requires efficient maintenance of cluster memberships
that change as windows slide.

Data stream management systems (DSMSs) provide high-level query languages for searching
and analyzing streaming data. In this thesis we extend a DSMS with a real-time data stream
clustering framework called Generic 2-phase Continuous Summarization framework (G2CS).
 G2CS modularizes data stream clustering by taking as input clustering algorithms which are
expressed in terms of a number of functions and indexing structures. G2CS supports real-
time clustering by efficient window sliding mechanism and algorithm transparent indexing.
A particular challenge for real-time detection of a high number of rapidly evolving clusters
is efficiency of window slides for clustering algorithms where deletion of expired data is not
supported, e.g. BIRCH. To that end, G2CS includes a novel window maintenance mechanism
called Sliding Binary Merge (SBM). To further improve real-time sliding performance, G2CS
uses generation-based multi-dimensional indexing where indexing structures suitable for the
clustering algorithms can be plugged-in.
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1 Introduction 

In the big data era, the data is produced at extremely high velocities and 
volumes. In many cases the data is in the form of data streams, making the 
approach of storing and querying the data offline infeasible. Examples of 
data streaming applications are urban traffic monitoring, stock trading, and 
industrial sensor data monitoring. To address these applications, Data Stream 
Management Systems (DSMSs) are used where queries continuously process 
data in real-time and emit output, as opposed to querying stored data. 

Many data streams represent the current state of dynamic systems, e.g. 
geo-located streams of vehicle positions in an urban area, where knowing the 
current characteristics of the systems with low latency is highly desired. To 
enable real-time stream processing the DSMS should not fall behind the 
current stream and have a low response time, which requires efficient data 
indexing and stream maintenance mechanisms. Most DSMSs use main 
memory for query processing to meet low latency requirements.  

To dynamically capture evolution of the underlying system, usually a 
window of most recent data is continuously queried where the window slides 
forward as a data stream progresses using continuous GROUPBY queries. 

When the exact grouping of data is unknown conventional GROUPBY is 
insufficient because it is based on equality of group keys. In this case clus-
tering algorithms are used, e.g. KMEANS [1] and DBSCAN [2], to form the 
groups and maintain the statistics. Clustering streaming data is particularly 
challenging because it involves dynamically merging and splitting evolving 
clusters over which statistical summaries are maintained in real-time as the 
stream progresses [3] [4] [5]. 

Most of the previous work on data stream clustering is focused on devel-
oping monolithic algorithms where the sliding window and indexing mecha-
nisms are included in the algorithm, resulting in intertwined implementations 
that are not easily reusable.  For example EXTRA-N [4] and SGS [5] have a 
spatial index on window contents: both windowing and indexing mecha-
nisms are implemented within the clustering algorithm. BIRCH [6] is an-
other example of a clustering algorithm that uses an application specific 
indexing technique, called CF-tree. Implementing data stream mining algo-
rithms from scratch requires a very rare combination of skills so there is a 
need for high-level frameworks where data scientist can express data analy-
ses on a high level, while complex algorithms, indexing and other low-level 
storage options can be reused and plugged-in beforehand [7]. 
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In the context of this Thesis, clustering algorithms and conventional 
GROUPBY aggregation are different forms of data stream summarization 
algorithms as they both group and summarize the data streams.  

This Thesis addresses the generic problem of data stream summarization 
over sliding windows in real-time by the Generic 2-layer Continuous Sum-
marization (G2CS) framework where different summarization algorithms 
and indexing structures can be plugged-in. 

The following research questions are investigated: 
1. What is the most suitable window sliding mechanism for different kinds 

of stream summarization algorithms? 
2. What is the suitable indexing mechanism for data summarization over 

sliding windows? 
3. How can the window sliding mechanism be separated from both index-

ing and the applied summarization algorithm to avoid intertwined im-
plementations? 

To address the research questions we developed G2CS where we evaluated 
different implementation alternatives. 

To address research question 1, in Paper II we analyzed a use case to in-
vestigate different query processing methods for GROUPBY queries. A two-
phase approach [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] for stream summarization over sliding 
windows was then picked for further development. Based on this case study, 
in Paper IV a two phase approach is presented to efficiently support cluster-
ing queries using a novel window maintenance mechanism called Sliding 
Binary Merge (SBM). 

Paper I addresses research question 2 by presenting a generic approach 
for indexing the data in sliding windows that continuously maintain 
GROUPBY aggregates by slicing both the data and the index in sliding win-
dows. This approach is generalized in Paper IV to index the data required for 
maintaining dynamically changing clusters over sliding windows. 

To address research question 3, in paper IV it is shown how G2CS sepa-
rates sliding window maintenance and indexing from plugged-in summariza-
tion algorithms, which makes it significantly easier for data scientists to per-
form clustering over data streams. G2CS allows for re-use of software com-
ponents and simplify the introduction of new algorithms. 

This Thesis overview is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the 
technology background and reviews the related work. Chapter 3 presents 
G2CS, the framework that implements all the contributions. Chapter 4 states 
the contributions made in each of the four papers, Chapter 5 presents possi-
ble future directions of this Thesis work, and the Thesis summary in Swedish 
is presented in Chapter 6. 
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2 Background and related work 

In this chapter first general technologies and definitions for real-time data 
stream analysis are presented. Then approaches for real-time data stream 
mining related to G2CS are discussed in details. 

2.1 Data Stream Management Systems 
A data stream is a continuously extended sequence of tuples, which is usu-
ally ordered, commonly by tuple arrival time or tuple number. In most sce-
narios, due to high data volume and velocity, the elements can be read only 
once. Data streams are produced for example by sensor readings from ma-
chines [13], live update of stock prices [14], and spatio-temporal readings 
from a number of moving objects [15] [16]. The massive amount of data 
produced by data streams need to be systematically processed and analyzed. 

There are a number of systems, e.g. Storm [17], Amazon Kinesis [18], 
MillWheel [19], Flink streaming [20], and Microsoft Streaminsight [21] for 
high-performance data stream processing using a regular programming lan-
guage where a processing pipeline is explicitly programmed. In general, it is 
desirable to have a high level query language to analyze data streams, as in 
Streambase [22], SQLStream [23], and Gigascope [24]. This is because, 
similar to processing data in conventional applications, a high level query 
processor enables data analysis for non-programmers since the users express 
“what” information is to be retrieved instead of “how” to retrieve it. 

Data Stream Management Systems (DSMSs) [25] are software systems 
that manage and support querying of continuous data streams. Example 
DSMSs are STREAM [26], TelegraphCQ [27], Gigascope [24], and Super-
Computer Stream Query processor (SCSQ) [28]. Since data streams are un-
bound and echo the changing behavior of a monitored system, the query 
model in a DSMS reflects this dynamic behavior using continuous queries 
[29] where, unlike traditional database queries, the result continuously 
changes as the stream progresses. Continuous queries run and emit updated 
output until they are explicitly terminated by the user.   

Data streams often have high volume and velocity, so DSMSs need to 
meet the following requirements: 

• The arriving stream elements have to be processed on-the-fly. 
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• Processing data streams usually is done in a single pass, in contrast 
to regular query processing methods that rely on visiting tuples mul-
tiple times. 

• To be able to keep up with the stream flow, the processing engine 
needs to have low latency and high throughput. Therefore, the 
stream processing engines often operate in main-memory and use re-
sponsive main-memory indexing structures. 

Event driven systems [30] are similar but optimized for analyzing complex 
event patterns using a reactive language. 

 
Figure 1. The SuperComputer Stream Query processor (SCSQ) DSMS 

Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of SCSQ. The meta-database stores the 
schema used to express queries. The local database maintains in main-
memory data representing current data summaries as well as historical data 
using main-memory indexes for efficient search. The continuous query 
processor optimizes and executes continuous queries over the data streams 
by accessing the meta-data and the local database. Continuous queries can 
span both streaming and local data.  
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This Thesis work extends the DSMS SCSQ to process real-time data min-
ing queries over sliding windows. 

2.2 Real-time data stream clustering 
In many applications, complex data mining algorithms are applied on the 
stream in real-time to find current data patterns. For example, automated 
financial systems use real-time modeling and monitoring of the stock price 
trends for predictive applications. Another example is monitoring urban traf-
fic in real-time where the data streams produced by connected vehicle GPS 
systems are analyzed to detect traffic regions by forming clusters of cars. 

Traditional data clustering algorithms such as K-means [1], Self Organiz-
ing Maps [31], density based clustering techniques such as DBScan [2] and 
CLIQUE [32], are applied on finite static data. This allows for several passes 
through the stored data. In contrast, because data streams are infinite, data 
stream mining algorithms need to process the data in single pass as in Denss-
tream [3], BIRCH [6], Extra-N [4], SGS [5]. In addition to the single-pass 
requirement in data stream clustering, real-time data stream clustering re-
quires detecting the continuously evolving clusters formed as the stream 
progresses. Responsive real-time cluster detection requires early detection of 
clusters as soon as they occur in the stream, which is addressed by G2CS. 
For example, a moving car can use traffic data streams to form clusters of 
cars in the road to actively detect traffic congestion ahead and slow down. In 
this case responsive detection of clusters is essential for safety reasons. 

While data stream clustering can be done using data stream processing 
engines (e.g. Storm, Kinesis, Stream Mill, Flink Streaming, stream insight, 
IBM system S), DSMSs are better fit for data stream clustering because the 
end users can express the clustering task in terms of high level queries. For 
example, the following query [Paper IV] detects congested areas with radius 
50 meters over a window of vehicle positions X and Y using a modified 
version of the clustering algorithm BIRCH [6] for sliding windows, C-
BIRCH. 

SELECT CENTER(cid), COUNT(cid) 

FROM   VEHICLE_POSITIONS (RANGE = 10, STRIDE = 2) 

WHERE  SPEED<30 

CLUSTER BY X, Y AS cid 

USING C-BIRCH(50) 

  

Here, C-BIRCH is an algorithm that is plugged into the DSMS and the 
FROM clause specifies a sliding window, which is discussed in the next 
section. G2CS allows for plugging-in clustering algorithms such as C-
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BIRCH and executing them with low response times over sliding windows. 
The plug-ins can be defined in terms of high level queries to the local main-
memory database. This simplifies the implementation of the algorithms and 
improves their performance by utilizing query optimization techniques, e.g. 
automatic index utilization. 

2.3 Sliding windows 
To enable processing of blocking operators like average and sum over infi-
nite data streams, windowing is commonly used in data stream processing 
because it limits the extent of data to a sequence of most recent elements in 
the data stream. Clustering algorithms are blocking since they require having 
all the data points to compute the clusters. Therefore, windowing is needed 
for data stream clustering.  

There are different ways of defining a window over a data stream [33]. 
The window specification defines how recent stream elements are selected 
for windowing in the FROM clause of a continuous query. When the win-
dow specification is applied on a live data stream it produces new window 
instances at different points in time. A window instance logically contains a 
set of stream elements. 

For example, a sliding window is specified by defining its range and 
stride. The range R of a sliding window specifies the length of the window 
while the stride S specifies the portion of the range that is evicted from the 
window when the window moves forward. A sliding window is specified as 
a tuple <R,S>, where S<R. Two common kinds of sliding windows are time-
based and count-based sliding windows. In time-based sliding windows R 
and S are defined using time intervals while in count-based sliding windows 
they are defined in terms of the number of elements. For example a time 
based sliding window with R=10min and S=2min produces window in-
stances that cover the data in the last 10 minutes of the stream and a new 
window instance is created every 2 minutes. Without loss of generality, we 
present sliding windows using time-based sliding windows. 

Real-time data stream clustering can be done using sliding windows be-
cause they reflect the recent elements in the stream. To responsively detect 
rapidly changing clusters, a smooth sliding specification is highly desired 
where the stride S is small relative to the range R, i.e. the partitioning ratio 
PR=R/S is high. G2CS provides a sliding mechanism that allows for effi-
cient processing of clustering algorithms with high PR [Paper IV]. 
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2.4 Indexing sliding windows 
The contents of window instances can be stored as a sequence of data items 
in a main-memory buffer. However, when the execution of continuous que-
ries involves searching the contents of the window instance, the search can 
become expensive if there are many elements in it, e.g., finding vehicles 
with a particular pattern in their plate number in a window of a live traffic 
stream, or finding the activities of certain mobile phone users within the past 
hour. Data indexing [34] is a general technique that provides efficient search 
in databases which can also be applied on indexing large data stream win-
dows [35]. 

Real-time data clustering algorithms often require continuous search for 
similar objects in a multi-dimensional space. Calculating the similarity of all 
the objects in a large window can be prohibitively expensive; therefore 
multi-dimensional indexing that supports efficient similarity search is re-
quired for responsive real-time query processing. Each clustering algorithm 
might have a different indexing structure so it is desirable to be able to plug-
in different indexing data structures. 

Indexing the contents of sliding window instances brings about the fol-
lowing challenges: 

• The indexing structure need to support very high insertion rates to be 
able to add the arriving data to the window. 

• They also need to have a high performing deletion mechanism to 
evict expired data. 

In data stream processing main memory indexing structures need to be used 
to keep up with the stream flow.  

G2CS provides a method for plugging-in algorithm-specific main-
memory indexing of the elements in window instances, while supporting 
high insertion rates and a bulk deletion method [Paper I]. For responsive 
clustering over sliding windows, G2CS uses a general indexing framework 
described in [Paper IV] that separates the indexing from both the applied 
clustering algorithms and the sliding mechanisms. This is shown to signifi-
cantly improve the response time. 

2.5 Two-phase aggregation over sliding windows 
Figure 2 illustrates how data overlaps when windows slide. A window in-
stance Wb,e represents the state of the window W during the valid time inter-
val [b,e). In Figure 2 the data in window instance W0,10, covering the time 
interval [0,10) overlaps (gray boxes) with the data in the window instance 
W2,12 covering [2,12). The window instance W2,4 is a common partial win-
dow instance of the complete window instances W0,10 and W2,12. 
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ness of the arrows in the figure indicates the volume of the stream. First, the 
selection filter removes the stream elements that are outside the query selec-
tion criteria. The second and third processes constitute the two-phase aggre-
gation. After applying the selection filter, the two-phase aggregation summa-
rizes the stream per group as follows: 
1. In the first phase, called partial aggregation, fine-grain non-overlapping 

partial window instances are formed where aggregated data is accumu-
lated. 

2. The second phase, called final aggregation, combines consecutive ag-
gregates from the first phase to produce the total aggregate over the 
complete window instances. 

With the 2-phase window maintenance approach the performance is im-
proved because the incremental property of an aggregate function enables 
pushing down incremental computations into the first phase, thus reducing 
the data volume in the second phase. Second, the decomposition allows dis-
tributed and parallel processing since phase one and two form a pipeline 
[24]. In the 2nd phase, at every slide, the incremental property enables a par-
tial aggregate to be merged into the total aggregate, while the decremental 
property allows the contributions of expired partial aggregates to be ex-
cluded. 

G2CS extends the two-phase approach to also support non-decremental 
summarization algorithms such as clustering algorithms by introducing a 
sliding mechanism for responsive maintenance of evolving clusters in the 
second phase for clustering algorithms that do not have the decremental 
property. The first phase is similar for both clustering and aggregation, only 
the aggregated data is algorithm dependent. 

2.6 Two-phase clustering over sliding windows 
We note that the 2-phase approach is also beneficial for clustering-
algorithms, where expensive cluster formation can be done in phase one and 
the formed partial clusters are combined using the clustering algorithm in 
phase two. However, there is a fundamental difference between GROUP-BY 
queries and clustering queries, which has implications on how the two phase 
approach is implemented. In GROUP-BY queries, the groups on which ag-
gregate functions are applied are formed based on equality of grouping keys, 
whereas clusters are formed based on algorithm dependent similarity be-
tween data points. Therefore, a window slide in a GROUP-BY query does 
not move elements between groups. In contrast, for clustering algorithms the 
window slides dynamically change cluster memberships as clusters might 
merge or split when new data arrives or old data expires. 
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Figure 4a shows an example of dynamic group membership in clusters 
a1, a2, and a3. Figure 4b illustrates two arriving points (green) and two ex-
pired ones (red). The resulting point-to-cluster memberships in Figure 4c are 
completely new. 

G2CS allows for such dynamic change of group memberships for cluster-
ing algorithms by allowing for combined group formation and data summa-
rization [Paper IV]. 

 
Figure 4. Evolving group memberships in clustering algorithms over sliding win-
dows 

The dynamically changing group memberships in clustering algorithms has 
the following implications on how they are processed over sliding windows, 
compared to conventional GROUP-BY queries: 

a. Streamed clustering algorithms require grouping and aggregation to 
be combined, whereas group formation mechanisms in GROUP-BY 
queries are implemented by first splitting the stream based on the 
group key in a grouping operator followed by an aggregation opera-
tor [8] [38]. Therefore stream clustering algorithms needs to main-
tain their own data structures to represent clusters that are updated as 
the window slides. 

b. For many clustering algorithms, incremental deletion of data points 
from clusters is not defined [39], i.e. they are not decremental. Even 
when a decremental method can be devised as in [37], it can be very 
expensive and must be avoided, as suggested by previous work [4]. 

c. Efficient grouping by similarity in streamed clustering algorithms 
require multi-dimensional indexing to find which clusters are influ-
enced by a regrouping, while streamed GROUP-BY queries can 
hash on fixed group keys. 

G2CS addresses a. by allowing clustering algorithms to store multiple gen-
erations of summarization data as the cluster memberships evolve over time 
with window slides. G2CS addresses b. by a novel window maintenance 
technique called Sliding Binary Merge (SBM) which is very efficient when 
the applied summarization function is non-decremental allowing for respon-
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sive slides. To address c. G2CS provides transparent index plug-ins to speed 
up the multi-dimensional search in clustering algorithms, which improves 
the response time. 

In related work [40] [4] [5] [41], to support non-decremental clustering 
algorithms, the summary in each partial window instance, here called Partial 
Grouped Summary (PGS), is repetitively merged into all complete windows 
it is part of. The repetitive merge (RM) approach is illustrated in Figure 5 
where a sliding window of range R=10 and stride S=2 is formed in the 2nd 
phase. When PGS5 arrives, it is merged into the five complete window in-
stances W0,10, W2,12, W4,14, W6,16, and W8,18. This causes redundant computa-
tions, e.g. both W8,18 and W10,20 merge all the common partial summaries 
PGS6 – PGS9. 

 
Figure 5. Final summarization with Repetitive Merge 

With repetitive merge the number of merges per slide becomes high when 
PR is high, which substantially decreases responsive detection of clusters, as 
shown in [Paper IV]. Unlike the repetitive merge approach, G2CS avoids the 
overlapping merges by maintaining small intermediate data stream summa-
ries and organizing them using SBM. 

 t 
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W4,14= merge(PGS3…PGS7) 

W6,16= merge(PGS4…PGS8) 

W8,18= merge(PGS5…PGS9) 

W10,20= merge(PGS6…PGS10) 
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3 Generic 2-Phase Continuous 
Summarization 

The different user roles in G2CS are shown in Figure 6. The data scientists 
are the end users submitting continuous queries to G2CS to find clusters and 
perform other analyses. The algorithm designers implement new stream 
summarization algorithms and plug them into the system. Plug-ins can be 
written to support either conventional GROUPBY aggregation or complex 
clustering algorithms; the latter is the focus of this Thesis. Clustering algo-
rithms often require specific indexing for responsive cluster maintenance as 
the clusters evolve. G2CS allows arbitrary indexing structures to be plugged-
in by indexing experts. By defining plug-ins in terms of queries over the 
main-memory local database [Paper IV], the algorithm design is separated 
from index implementation. This is because the query optimizer automati-
cally utilizes indexing [42] when executing the queries over the local main-
memory database. 
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When the summary data for the partial window instance is fully populated 
the final summarizer is called, causing the sliding mechanism to be invoked 
in order to form and emit the clusters in a complete window instance. The 
final summarizer implements the second phase of the clustering. For differ-
ential algorithms the user can provide methods for both incremental mainte-
nance of clusters (merger plug-in) and decremental ones (excluder plug-in). 
For non-decremental algorithms it is crucial to avoid the repetitive merge 
approach in the final summarizer because of its redundant calculations. In 
this case G2CS maintains and reuses several layers of intermediate window 
instances by organizing them by contexts using SBM. 

Since SBM maintains a number of intermediate window instances to op-
timize the sliding mechanism, the copier plug-in is invoked to populate new 
window instances by copying data from old to new window instances.  Then 
G2CS makes a number of calls to the merger and excluder plug-ins to gener-
ate complete window instances. By calling the copier calls prior to the 
merger and excluder, G2CS retains the necessary old and intermediate win-
dow instances.  The reporter plug-in extracts the data to be emitted from a 
complete window instance. An incremental garbage collector deallocates 
summary data for window instances whose contexts are no longer needed. 
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4 Contributions 

This section summarizes the contributions made by each of the four papers 
in the Thesis. 

4.1 Paper I 
This paper presents an efficient main-memory ordered indexing framework 
for sliding windows over data streams. There are three requirements for in-
dexing sliding windows. First, the search needs to be responsive, second 
high insertion rates need to be handled to support high stream rates, and 
third, piecewise bulk deletion need to be supported for responsive deletion of 
expired data as the window slides. A number of main-memory ordered in-
dexes were investigated where the highly optimized cache-aware compact 
trie implementation Judy [44] was particularly interesting for responsive 
indexing as it supports very fast insertion in constant time. However, Judy 
had a very slow range search. We developed a mapper function that applies a 
user defined aggregate function while traversing the Judy data structures. 
The mapper approach does not require source code modification of the very 
complex Judy implementation while significantly improving its range 
search. The need for piecewise bulk deletion in sliding windows was ad-
dressed by a framework for indexing sliding windows that allows bulk dele-
tion for any plugged-in indexing structure. This framework was further im-
proved in Paper IV by contextualized indexing. 

I am the primary author of this paper. The second author contributed in 
discussions and in writing the paper. 

4.2 Paper II 
In this paper a solution to the DEBS2013 grand challenge [16] is presented. 
The problem is implementing four continuous aggregation queries over a 
stream of spatio-temporal sensor readings produced in a real soccer game. 
The particular challenge was to minimize the response time of the four con-
tinuous queries running in parallel on a single 4-core machine. We used the 
two-phase stream aggregation over sliding windows to improve the perform-
ance of standalone queries. Furthermore, to decrease overall resource con-
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sumption, we needed to utilize shared execution for the queries when possi-
ble. The two-phase approach allowed for sharing partial aggregations be-
tween queries, reducing the overall resource consumption, and providing 
responsive execution of the four queries. 

I am a co-author to this paper. I designed and implemented two of the 
queries, specifically the two-phase approach for sharing the partial aggrega-
tions. I also contributed in writing most of the manuscript. 

4.3 Paper III 
This paper outlines the overall research project. It includes an investigation 
of query processing over sliding windows, common multi-query optimiza-
tion techniques for aggregate queries over sliding windows, and identifies 
the challenges of designing a framework for responsive data stream cluster-
ing. In particular, it identifies supporting non-decremental clustering algo-
rithms as one of the main challenges for real-time data stream clustering 
over sliding windows, which is addressed in Paper IV. 

I am the author of this paper. 

4.4 Paper IV 
This paper presents the G2CS framework in details. G2CS uses SBM and 
contextualized indexing for real-time data stream clustering over sliding 
windows. The design details of SBM and contextualized indexing is outlined 
in the paper. Furthermore, the paper includes a thorough computational 
complexity analysis for SBM and contextualized indexing, which is also 
verified by extensive performance experiments.  The paper uses the cluster-
ing algorithm BIRCH as a running example to explain how clustering algo-
rithms can be plugged-in, resulting in a variant of BIRCH for sliding win-
dows called Continuous BIRCH, C-BIRCH. 

I am the primary author of this paper, developed G2CS and C-BIRCH, 
and performed extensive performance experiments. The other authors con-
tributed in discussions and writing the manuscript. 
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5 Conclusion and future work 

G2CS is a framework that supports real-time data stream clustering over 
sliding windows by extending the two-phase approach [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] 
for stream summarization over sliding windows. It supports responsive de-
tection of clusters over streaming data by a novel sliding mechanism for 
non-decremental clustering algorithms and multi-dimensional indexing. It 
uses SBM to avoid overlapping computations which is shown to perform 
more responsive compared to the previous repetitive merge approaches [40] 
[4] [5] [41]. To support scalable index insertion and deletion under high 
volume stream rates, G2CS uses contextualized indexes that separate the 
implementation of indexing mechanisms from both the applied clustering 
algorithms and the window maintenance mechanisms. This modularization 
structures and simplifies the implementation of clustering algorithms over 
sliding windows and allows for responsive bulk deletion of indexes as the 
windows slide. 

There are a number of future research directions. First, parallelizing and 
distributing the query processing in G2CS can be investigated to further 
improve the response time and throughput of the query processing. Second, 
there are often opportunities for minimizing resource consumption by shar-
ing computations when several continuous queries are submitted to the sys-
tem having similar query components [9] [10] [11] [12] [40]. For example, 
queries might share window fragments and selection predicates. Third, more 
dynamic windowing semantics, like predicate-based and partition-based 
windowing [45], can be supported by SBM. Fourth, the Thesis assumes that 
stream elements arrive in order, whereas in some applications some elements 
might arrive with delays. Therefore, supporting out-of-order element arrival 
in SBM is desirable. 
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6 Summary in Swedish 

Digitala data produceras numera i extremt höga hastigheter och volymer. 
Databaser som MySQL och sökmotorer som Google används ofta för att 
söka och analysera stora datamängder som lagrats på disk i datorer på inter-
net. Emellertid produceras i många fall kontinuerligt strömmande data, t.ex. 
ljud, aktiedata, trafikdata och mätvärden från sensorer på maskiner.  Efter-
som strömmande data är obegränsade i storlek och produceras i realtid är det 
ofta inte möjligt att först lagra dem på disk innan man söker bland dem. I 
stället vill man söka och analysera data direkt i strömmen snarare än att först 
mellanlagra dem. 

För att hantera strömmande data har speciella sökmotorer utvecklats som 
brukar kallas dataströmhanteringssystem (eng. DSMS, Data Stream Mana-
gement Systems) till vilka man kan ställa frågor mot dataströmmar på lik-
nande sätt som databashanteringssystem (eng. DBMS, Data Base Manage-
ment Systems) som MySQL hanterar frågor mot lagrade data. En fråga mot 
strömmande data ger ett kontinuerligt svar i form av en ström, t.ex. genom 
att kontinuerligt detektera skadliga resonansfrekvenser från en eller flera 
sensorer som mäter vibrationer i en maskin. En sådan stående fråga filtrerar 
data kontinuerligt så länge den är aktiv medan konventionella databasfrågor 
utförs omedelbart och avslutas när resultatdata returnerats. 

Ofta används stående frågor för att analysera dynamiska system vars upp-
förande kontinuerligt varierar över tiden, t.ex. strömmar av geo-positioner 
från fordon i ett stadsområde eller strömmar av uppmätta vibrationer hos en 
maskin. För att i tid upptäcka onormalt beteende hos det analyserade syste-
met, t.ex. trafikolyckor eller skadliga vibrationer, bör data från stående frå-
gor produceras med så liten fördröjning som möjligt. Vidare måste data-
strömhanteringssystemet vara snabbt nog att bearbeta data minst lika snabbt 
som de produceras, annars fördröjs systemet alltmer och klarar inte att ana-
lysera data med begränsad svarstid. Det vanligaste sättet att begränsa svars-
tiden i konventionella databaser är indexering, dvs. speciella datastrukturer 
på disk för att göra sökningar skalbara. 

Dataströmhanteringssystem har stora krav på omedelbar bearbetning av 
mottagna data och därför måste alla data lagras och analyseras i primärmin-
ne, inklusive indexdatastrukturerna. Genom att göra all bearbetning i pri-
märminne kan resultatet från stående frågor produceras med liten fördröj-
ning.  
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Ett fönster mot en dataström är en begränsad senaste del av dataström-
men, t.ex. det sista 100 mätvärdena från en sensor eller alla mätvärden under 
den senaste millisekunden. Allteftersom strömmen fortskrider glider fönstret 
framåt över strömmen. Eftersom dataströmmar kan ha obegränsad längd 
måste algoritmer som kräver tillgång till en begränsad mängd data för sin 
analys appliceras på sådana fönster. Vidare behövs fönster för att snabbt 
upptäcka onormalt beteende hos strömmar från dynamiska system. Ofta 
samlas statistik från varje fönster m.h.a. frågor som grupperar data m.a.p. en 
kategori eller gruppnyckel, t.ex. uppmätt maximal och genomsnittligt tryck 
per sensor för ett antal trycksensorer på en maskin(.). Varje sensor har ett 
heltal som gruppnyckel och dataströmhanteringssystemet upprätthåller kon-
tinuerligt en tabell av statistik per gruppnyckel allteftersom strömmen fort-
skrider och fönstret glider framåt. 

I många fall kan emellertid ingen gruppnyckel identifieras för att kontinu-
erligt tabulera statistik, t.ex. när man vill identifiera grupper av maskiner 
med likartat beteende. I sådana fall används istället  s.k. klustringsalgoritmer 
som KMEANs [1] och DBSCAN  [2] för att forma grupperna och beräkna 
statistiken. Sådan klustring av strömmande data är särskilt utmanande efter-
som det innebär att grupper dynamiskt skapas, slås samman och delar sig 
allteftersom strömmen fortskrider. Över dessa dynamiskt formade grupper 
applicerar algoritmerna därvid statistiska sammanfattningar i realtid [3] [4] 
[5]. 

Det mesta av tidigare forskning inom dynamisk klustring av strömmande 
data är inriktad på att utveckla monolitiska algoritmer där fönster- och in-
dexeringsmekanismer ingår i algoritmerna, vilket resulterar i sammanflätade 
implementeringar där kod inte kan återanvändas. Till exempel i EXTRA-N 
[4] och SGS [5] ingår algoritm-specifika index över data i glidande fönster. 
BIRCH [6] är ett annat exempel på en klusteralgoritm som använder en egen 
indexeringsteknik, som kallas CF-träd. Att implementera strömmande klu-
stringsalgoritmer från grunden kräver en mycket sällsynt kombination av 
kompetens. Därför finns behov av ramverk där analytiker kan uttrycka sina 
dataanalyser på en hög nivå, medan olika klustrings- och indexeringsalgo-
ritmer kan utvecklas oberoende och pluggas in i ramverket [7]. 

Denna avhandling behandlar det allmänna problemet med sammanfatt-
ning av strömmande data i realtid. Följande frågeställningar undersöks: 
1. Vilken är en lämplig generell mekanism för glidande fönster för olika 

sorters strömmande sammanfattningsalgoritmer?  
2. Vad är en lämplig indexeringmekanism för datasammanfattning över 

glidande fönster? 
3. Hur kan fönstrets mekanism för framåtskridande separeras från både 

indexering och den sammanfattningsalgoritm som appliceras för att und-
vika sammanflätade implementeringar? 
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Ansatsen är att utveckla ett generellt system G2CS (Generic 2-layer Conti-
nuous Summarization) där olika sammanfattningsalgoritmer och indexe-
ringsstrukturer kan pluggas in oberoende av varandra. Olika implemente-
ringsalternativ för G2CS har utvärderats. 

För forskningsfråga ett analyserar vi i publikation II olika metoder att ut-
föra frågor som grupperar strömmande data från en fotbollsmatch i realtid. 
En två-fas strategi [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] för strömmande summering över 
glidande fönster väljs för vidareutveckling. Baserat på denna fallstudie, ut-
värderas i publikation IV två tillvägagångssätt för att effektivt kunna stödja 
frågor över kluster med hjälp av en ny fönstermekanism som kallas Sliding 
Binary Merge (SBM).  

Publikation I adresserar forskningsfråga två genom att presentera en gene-
risk ansats för indexering av data i glidande fönster där grupperade data kon-
tinuerligt aggregeras genom att dela upp både data och index i ett glidande 
fönster. Detta tillvägagångssätt är generaliserat i publikation IV för att in-
dexera de data som krävs för att upprätthålla dynamiska kluster över glidan-
de fönster. 

För forskningsfråga tre visas i publikation IV hur G2CS separerar sin me-
kanism för glidande fönster från de indexerings- och sammanfattningsalgo-
ritmer som pluggats in. Detta förenklar implementeringen och gör det möj-
ligt att plugga in olika klustringsalgoritmer. Således möjliggör G2CS återan-
vändning av mjukvarukomponenter och förenklar införandet av nya algorit-
mer. 
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